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Welcome from the Editor

Aspire
Dear Readers,
It has been a year of great change, both
on the site, in the NHS and for me
personally.
On the site we have updated our
software, got a great new look, and now
have the framework for content outside
of the forum. This includes a book store,
the wiki1 , a twitter feed, a Facebook
group, the option to ‘like’ pages in a way
that they appear on your facebook
profile, and a front page in which you can
see any news from the site, which topics
are hot on the forum, and what is being
tweeted. There is new LiveChat software
which enables more stable informal
networking, and you can often chat to the
site regulars there. We have had some
popular discussions of case vignettes
and research questions, and will be
looking to run more of them later in the
year. We’ve also run a poster
competition and designed some posters
you can put up in your university or
workplace to advertise our site – and we
are about to run a competition to reward
those who put up the posters and send
us pictures of where they are on display
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– so watch this space!
We now have over 5300 members
despite deleting some 500 inactive
accounts. There are over 66,000 posts of
content on over 7400 topics. Most of the
wiki entries have been viewed more than
3000 times, with some having been
viewed over 24,000 times! We attract
around 30,000 different visitors per
month, stopping to read an average of 8
pages per visit. In the last financial year
we had over 6 million page views, but we
are on track to top 10 million this year!
We have reached the point where the
site is so large we have had to upgrade
to a dedicated server and much greater
bandwidth, which means greater costs.
I’ve always been the sole funder of
www.clinpsy.org.uk because I felt that
autonomy and independence was really
important. I’m proud that our little site
now attracts millions of page-views per
year, however, its turned into a very
expensive hobby for me! So this year we
have started to explore how to make the
site pay for itself a bit more. This has
included putting a small charge on
advertising jobs on the site (starting at
£20 for a thread advertising a single
post) and putting up some relevant
banner adverts, as well as asking for
products and books to review on the site
or in Aspire. We hope that we can always
restrict advertising to products or
services that are relevant and potentially
a benefit for our members. If you want to
advertise with us, or know anyone that
might, feel free to PM me through the
forum
or
email
me
at
clinpsyforum@gmail.com Every advert
helps to support the site. We are also
trying to be more assertive in reminding
people to use our links to Amazon, which
give us a small trickle of income whilst
costing you nothing. So please click our
banner adverts to do your shopping there
instead of typing in the URL into your
address bar, as every penny counts!
We are aware that advertising does
slightly change the feel of the site.
Nonetheless I can’t pay the costs alone
indefinitely and we feel this is much
preferable to either making an annual
charge for membership, or allowing the
kind of automated advertising that
underlines random words in every post or
puts up small google adverts around
every page.
In fact, change has been so much on the
agenda this year I have dropped the ball
on a couple of projects, but hope to
revive them soon. This includes our “100
raffle” in aid of Kids Company, where you
can buy a ticket and have at least a one
in three chance of winning one of the

fantastic prizes which have been
donated. We were also thinking of a
ClinPsy Conference, but will have to roll
this forward until we are able to organise
venues and speakers etc. We are aiming
to keep it ‘cheap and cheerful’ with a
ticket price around £25, but if we
manage to fill 90 seats, the conference
will also raise some much-needed funds
for the site. There are also some very
exciting ongoing research projects on the
site, including our ‘stressometer’ where
we have now collected over 10,000
ratings of personal stress and are about
to begin analysis to explore how these
relate to the application calendar and the
results of those applications.
In the NHS, there are mammoth changes
to the way services are commissioned.
Instead of simple block contracts where
the local trusts are given set amounts of
money to meet the need of the
population, there has been a process of

1 We have still kept a copy of the wiki in the forum for the time being, but the ultimate aim is to just have the
open discussion in the forum, and store the reference material in a format which is more easily searched
(and referenced by search engines). When everything is running smoothly enough to be confident about , we
will remove the wiki from within the forum!

and the Gillystration
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both cutting back the money and setting
up a competitive market within the NHS.
More and more services are being turned
into written specifications and put out to
competitive tender. The contracts are
then awarded to the organisation which
promises to offer the best service for the
best price – but in my experience what is
written and what is actually delivered can
be worlds apart. What is certain is that
this has meant huge amounts of
organisational change. NHS staff are
being transferred from the trust with
whom they took up employment to other
trusts and organisations that win the
contracts. There are then lots of changes,
which in some cases have included job
losses, downgrading of post bandings,
restructuring in which people are given
different roles, loss of vacant posts and
changes of premises. The ‘Cost
Improvement Program’ means that
savings have to be made year on year in
delivering each service (the budget falling
by 5% per year) and in an industry where
90% of cost is for staffing, this has
inevitably meant that posts have been
down-banded or disappeared.
It is said that within psychology the
demands on each band are what they
used to be on the band above five years
ago, with many CPs staying in band 7 for
4-8 years before being able to advance to
8A, whilst 8B posts are now managing
service areas and being staffed by
psychologists
with
decades
of
experience,
with
no
scope
for
advancement, and very few people
remain in the grades at the top of the
ladder. Meanwhile premises are being
modernised but reduced in volume, with
much more focus on being able to work
on the move or from home, and using
shared call-centre-like admin spaces

www.ClinPsy.org.uk

when not seeing clients. Admin support is
being reduced also, with many
clinicians being expected to type all their
own letters and record all their contacts
onto databases themselves. Some
services are providing dictation software
to assist, which are leading to humorous
new errors in letters!
In my own professional life I have made
the decision to step out of the NHS, to
explore other opportunities. I’m lucky
enough to have an existing business as a
court expert witness in relation to
childcare cases, and hope to grow this to
offer consultations and training and other
services. For the first time I’m going to be
an employer. In time I hope to explore the
brave new world of social enterprises. My
motivation is partly to step outside an
increasingly stressful and negative NHS
environment, and partly to enable me to
be more flexible in my working hours to
also regain some family time – working
full-time in the NHS plus running a
business and having 2 days a week at
home with kids was never going to add
up! I will be blogging about my progress,
warts and all, in the members’ area of the
site.
This issue of Aspire has again been 12
months in the making, though as ever we
hold the aspiration of producing 3 issues
per year in future. We have focused this
time on language, and that has made for
something of a different flavour in our
content, though we have also kept some
of our regular features. As always, we are
keen to have additional articles submitted
by forum members, whether on your daily
professional life, or your journey or an
accessible digest of some research you
have been involved in, or an article about
working with a particular model or client
group, or a review of a psychology-

related book you have recently read. You
can PM me through the forum or email
the
forum
email
address:
clinpsyforum@gmail.com
Agree or disagree with any of the content
of this issue? Feel free to post any
comments about the content of Aspire on
the forum. Want to get more involved in
Aspire or the site? Just drop me a line.
I hope that the next time I write will be
during 2011!
Good wishes,

Dr Miriam Silver
Consultant Clinical Psychologist
Editor of Aspire
Editor:
Dr Miriam Silver, Consultant Clinical Psychologist

Assistant Editor:
Ben Dawson, Assistant Psychologist

Layout & Design:
PrinnyDood
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Insights from the other side...
Interview with a selector
The fourth in our series of anonymous interviews with the people who decide which
applicants gain places on clinical training courses
You’ve been involved with selection over a
number of years. Do you think the quality of
applicants is changing over time?
The numbers of applicants have gone up this year and last.
That’s been a significant change and probably reflects the
economic climate. Perhaps a salary and qualification is more
attractive in a recession, but it might also have been easier to
apply now that the Clearing House have put the application
system online. The main thing we care about is that there are
sufficient good applicants, and the overall quantity doesn’t
necessarily effect that. Good candidates show up on paper and
in practise. One thing that has changed is that we are getting
more overseas applicants. However, the NHS have set criteria
which mean we can only consider candidates who are currently
living in the UK and have the right to live and work here. I don’t
know if the rule about living here is universally applied by all
courses or not.
What do you think of the new form and the
electronic applications?
The drawback is that the new form gives less scope for
variation. A good applicant follows the instructions on the form
and also manages to show their character. It is off-putting if
there are lots of errors in the form, or if people have tried to
squeeze in information in the wrong sections. However, we are
one of the courses that have tried to strip out the variables of
who you know or what you know of the system by using a
screening task instead of relying too heavily on the
applications.
Do you feel like screening tests are the way
forward for shortlisting clinical course
applications?
We believe it works. It picks up the core skills and
understanding, rather than the gloss. We are going to do more
analysis but we are confident that it works. The group of
trainers [who steer clinical psychology training courses] are
exploring the idea of standardising this process.

Are courses evolving their selection to think
about the new competencies that Clinical
Psychologists might need, like leadership,
management, selling our skills in the new NHS
marketplace.
Courses are thinking about the future NHS competencies in 510 years time. We already think about resilience, but as the
NHS evolves we will be thinking about leadership potential and
other skills. They are looking at the structure of training, the
content, and the selection methods, so the picture will change
over time, but I can’t be specific about when or how.
So, when you are interviewing candidates what
qualities stand out in a positive way?
We like people to be honest, reflective, not too defensive. If
you have had difficult experiences then being appropriate in
what you disclose; being open enough that it allows people to
understand without it feeling uncontained. When it comes to
discussing ideas and experiences we like people to have
specific examples to talk about in detail.
And what stands out in a negative way?
Over-prepared examples feel like they have all the life stripped
out of them. It feels too guarded. Trying to impress too hard or
create an impression or an image rather than giving an honest
sample of themselves is unhelpful. We understand people are
anxious, and this is fine if they redeem mistakes and
acknowledge any problems with dignity.
Be candid with me, do you ever meet people
later on in their careers and feel like you made a
bad selection, or that you rejected someone who
would have made a great clinical psychologist?
Sometimes we wonder how people slip through if trainees turn
out to really struggle academically, but we are
confident about personal and clinical
qualities.
I
think
sometimes

Does that mean that in the future the screening
tasks might be used for all courses? Or
are there other plans or
changes
afoot?
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people don’t get that it’s a research doctorate, not just a
research hoop in a clinical course. As to whether we miss good
people, that’s possible but hard to know.

What kind of clinical psychologist do you aspire
for your trainees to become? Has that changed
over time? Are your supervisors good role
models?

What do you think can be done about the issue
of diversity in the profession?
The NHS has changed a great deal, and the placements show
a lot of variety. Some are forward looking and others are quite
We try to encourage a wider pool of applicants to apply. We backwards. Some apply research and consultative skills, others
believe that getting more people to apply leads to more good get bogged down in the massive waiting lists. In the old days
people being available to select, including males and non- people trained to be psychological therapists not leaders or
white-British candidates.
innovators. The best clinical psychologists are the full adaptive
change-makers, not just delivering expert psychological
We work hard to reach out to local university and college therapy. We have a few stars who go on and do really good
students and careers advisors. We invite people to local open work – we are pleased when they teach or supervise, or stay
days and we promote the course with clinical psychologist active research-wise and collaborate positively.
speakers who are male and/or from an ethnic minority. We are
getting more applicants who reflect this wider demographic,
What appealed to you about training others to be
and we thought that the screening task would help to ensure an
clinical psychologists, rather than staying in the
even playing field and bring more diversity to the interview
clinical role yourself?
stage. However, we are not yet certain this has been the case.
Here at the course we have a passion for the training.
The first screening assessment process ended up in us Personally I had to skill myself up in research, but feel that was
selecting a greater proportion of white females! The data a great thing to do. I get a lot of satisfaction from this role.
showed that more men were getting through to interview and it
wasn’t disadvantaging people from black and ethnic minority
Finally, you must have seen a few cringe-worthy
backgrounds. However the best candidates at interview didn’t
interview moments as an interviewer, but have
reflect this. We are not allowed to set quotas for gender or
you ever experienced any as the candidate being
ethnicity, and in that cohort the strongest candidates were not
interviewed?
diverse.
I remember in the days when I was a clinician being asked
‘what research are you most proud of?’ I hadn’t been research
Do you feel like you get the best applicants to active and actually couldn’t reference anything. But I drew on
accept places on your course, or do a lot choose some small audit, and the answer seemed to go down okay. I
to take up other offers?
remember my own interviews for clinical training not being
easy. I remember feeling I’d given a good answer and
People do tend to select us over rival courses, though a lot of someone saying ‘yes, but…?’ as if I’d missed the question. I
people wait until near the finishing line to do so. Perhaps didn’t know what they wanted me to say. I know how tough it is
people like to evaluate all their choices before committing.
to go through the process. I had 3 rounds of unsuccessful
applications/interviews myself.

www.ClinPsy.org.uk
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THE BIG DEBATE:
The use of ‘Politically Correct’ language in the practice of Clinical Psychology?
The Importance of Politically Correct Language:
Some may argue
that, as long as you
are understood and
avoid
profanities,
that the words with
which you convey
information both to
clients and other
mental
health
professionals
is
unimportant. So, for example, referring to
someone with a mental health problem as
being ‘mad’ or ‘mental’ instead of as ‘a
person with a mental health problem’ is
seen merely as a superficial distinction. In
this article I would like to make a case for
the importance of avoiding stigmatization
through sensitivity towards the way in
which ideas are communicated by
Clinical Psychologists in particular, but
also more widely within mental health
trusts.
The use of ‘politically correct’ or
respectful language is important to the
therapeutic
relationship,
and
especially
in
overcoming
the
patient/expert power differential
As Michel Foucault identified in Madness
and Civilization (1961), there was a
power differential between the ‘reasoned’
professional and the ‘disturbed’ patient
within the asylum system which
developed in the nineteenth century.
Though the asylums have long since
closed, the spectre of this unequal
relationship still haunts the public
perception of the mental health
professions. Not only does this
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relationship suggest that there will be an
element of judgement levelled at the
client who seeks help, but it also
fundamentally
misrepresents
the
therapeutic process by placing all the
responsibility for change on the shoulders
of the professional expert. This is
something that, I believe, Clinical
Psychologists need to challenge in order
to foster the collaborative relationship
which is so important to most therapeutic
modes.

Laura Bettney
of trust and respect implicit within that
relationship.
Politically
correct
language
is
important in combating the stigma
attached to mental health problems
more widely
For many people in wider society, there
is a stigma associated with mental health
problems that is simply not present when
we’re talking about physical health
complaints. There is a sense that one is
somehow tainted or deficient, to be
treated with mistrust by those who are
‘normal’. A particularly aggressive stance
has been adopted by sections of the
tabloid media, particularly towards those
suffering from paranoid schizophrenia ,
with headlines labelling them as ‘schizo’
and ‘psycho’ and stories portraying these
people as ticking time bombs that
present a danger to the communities in
which they live. As mental health
professionals the language we use helps
to shape the wider public discourse about
mental health, and can go some way
towards combating the type of pejorative,
hysterical media reactions mentioned
above. By avoiding negative value
judgements implicit in certain lexical
constructions, we can educate people
about the realities of mental health issues
and thus foster a more understanding
culture.

Collaboration requires mutual respect, for
which the psychologist must take primary
responsibility. Clients may be discussing
problems that they have kept hidden from
family and friends. They are opening
themselves up to a stranger and thus
placing an enormous amount of trust in
the belief that this will be a supportive
environment. The language a practitioner
uses whilst with a client will undoubtedly
be instilled with a great deal of
significance. Therefore, there is an
obligation to avoid any language which
implies moral judgement or disrespect,
which could severely undermine the
client’s confidence in both themselves
and the notion that they can overcome
their present difficulties. The way we
speak to the people we work with can
either foster an equal, supportive
relationship or it can erect a barrier
between us constructed by a lack of
awareness that the way we speak to
someone can have a profound impact on For example, there has been a call to
the
level move away from the legalistic phrase
‘committing suicide’ as it implies that a
criminal transgression has taken place,
such as ‘committed an act of murder’.
The phrase most likely derives from the
Christian proscription against suicide as
an act against their God, which is a
highly subjective viewpoint and not one
that everyone of that faith would
subscribe to, let alone atheists and
followers of other religions. By replacing
‘committed suicide’ with a phrase that is
more neutral, such as ‘took their own life’,
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it becomes easier to acknowledge the
fact that no crime has been committed
and thus serves to distinguish the
difference between the mental health
system and the judiciary. As a wider
point, and somewhat linked to the
comment about dehumanising mass
media portrayals of people with mental
illnesses, it is important linguistically to
move away from the medical model
predilection towards referring to and
thinking about a person as a diagnosis. It
is not acceptable, thankfully, to refer to
someone as ‘the gay’, ‘the fatty’ or ‘the
(insert racial slur here)’, so in my mind it
is also inappropriate to refer to someone
as ‘the schizophrenic’ or ‘the depressive’.

widely held religious beliefs, and will
admit that this lack of knowledge has
caused me some difficulty in my work
with people with various religious and
spiritual beliefs.
Given this, it seems to me to be important
to consider the level of awareness and
the intention behind the use of a phrase
or word before castigating someone as
being ‘un-politically correct’. Of course,

Why the phrase “Political correctness
gone mad’’ misses the point entirely

Mistakes are inevitable; but it is not
the mistakes themselves, but how we
react to them that is important
It is important to remember that we are all
fallible human beings, and we all carry
assumptions instilled in us from our
individual cultural, educational and
economic backgrounds. Since we can
only ever use our own frame of
reference, and information gleaned from
lived experiences, to shape our ideas
about what constitutes respectful and
considerate language, we are bound to
make a mistake at some point. For
example, I myself can confess to being
utterly unaware as to the cultural
significance of the term ‘get down to the
nitty gritty’ and its links to the slave trade
before I started to do some research for
this article. I can also confess to being
very ignorant of the details of many

we must also be aware that sometimes,
despite our best efforts, someone may
find something we say offensive and we
must then consider how best to use this
information and move forwards. I would
expect Clinical Psychologists in general
to display a well-developed capacity for
reflection and an ability to think about
how they can learn from a situation and
perhaps change their future practice. I

The Unimportance of Politically Correct Language:
According to the
online
Oxford
dictionary, political
correctness
is
defined as ‘the
avoidance of forms
of expression or
action that are
perceived to exclude, marginalize, or
insult groups of people who are socially
disadvantaged or discriminated against’.
That the definition pays no heed to the
consideration of the words by which the
phrase itself is constructed is somewhat
telling and; one could argue; fairly opens
the dictionary definition up to accusations
of sophistry. By inference the use of the
terms ‘political’ and ‘correct’ should
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would argue that there is nothing wrong
with accepting and admitting ignorance;
after all, we can’t know everything.
Sometimes the only way to truly use
language with awareness is to admit a
gap in one’s knowledge and ask the
person we’re working with whether our
language is acceptable to them. In my
experience, nobody has ever been
offended because I have checked my
use of language with them.

Political correctness, in some spheres, is
synonymous
with
needless
and
excessive bureaucracy and some say
that it is antithetical to common sense.
Whilst there are some instances where
political correctness has been taken to its
extreme limits, this is an issue of
individual misjudgement and not a
fundamental component of the politically
correct use of language. At its core,
political correctness is about respect for
one another and the desire for an equal
society. It is an acknowledgement of the
power of words and the way in which
they can re-inscribe the hierarchies we
wish to leave behind as a society. By
carefully choosing the way in which we
talk about mental health issues and
communicate with clients, Clinical
Psychologists can make a significant
contribution in overcoming stigma whilst
offering the necessary support for those
who seek to make positive changes in
their lives and in their relationships with
those around them.

Campion & Chixta

suggest that it is an expression of thought being ‘correct’.
given from one position on the political
spectrum,
the
position
currently The motivation of political correctness
considered to be correct.
If we can accept that the definition of the
Analysis of the definition suggests the term is somewhat problematic then that
raison d’être of politically correct should lead us to question the motivation
language is to obscure the meaning of a behind it. The motivation of politically
given statement; the use of the word correct language is made most obvious
‘avoidance’ suggests this to be so. By in consideration of those who do not
either avoiding particular language or concur with it; those that do not invest
manipulating the language so it bears no themselves in it or even willingly
common meaning we make obvious the contradict it, for these people are the
flaw in the theme; politically correct intolerant.
language is acting as a barrier to In “The Meaning of Things”, A.C Grayling
communicative function; it ensures that it attempts to give answer to the question
is acceptable to communicate only if we ‘should the tolerant tolerate the
That
he
answers
use the language defined politically as intolerant?’
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resoundingly in the negative of course, is
no surprise, for as long as the liberal
ideology that spawned the question is
prevalent he has a worthy claim, after all
it is common sense to reason that one
should not tolerate that which refuses to
be tolerant as well.
This answer falls into a chaotic mess on
any critical analysis, which is unfortunate
but still rather obvious. You cannot be
intolerant only of that which you choose
(in this case intolerance) and still lay
claim to the impossibility of total tolerance
yourself, likewise you cannot also claim
to be a tolerant person and still be
intolerant of that which many might feel
shouldn’t be tolerated.
Is non politically correct language any
different
to
other
issues
that
psychologists have to look
past?
And there are issues
that most people
would define as
intolerable; rape,
murder
and
paedophilia
spring
immediately to
mind...
However
the
psychological
evidence
base
suggests, that in
terms of working with
these
individuals,
extending acceptance (to the
person, rather than the offence) and
enabling them to acknowledge where
their thoughts and actions have changed
from the accepted social norm, is
considered to be more effective in
reducing recidivism rates, than the
traditional ‘intolerance’ of punishment. In
order to do this, work with such clients
involves listening to stories that can be
downright offensive. An effective clinician
however, should be able to look past the
offensive language therein and address
the themes behind this, such as
loneliness, desperation and rejection.
Due to the incredibly facile black and
white social prism of a ’good and bad’
world perpetrators of such offences are
rejected by the greater public sphere,
limiting their ability to seek early help. Yet
despite the obvious need for more
humanising language the politically
correct fail to openly apply their skills of
reinterpretation,
encouraging
the
continued rejection of these individuals
wholeheartedly, along with ‘chavs’,
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and not to be, in claiming to be intolerant only
of the intolerant we open up a rhetorical
proposition that, as we’ve seen,
deconstructs itself. Is it not better to be
The real use of political correctness
more honest with ourselves; as well as
And so, the motivation of politically with clients; and question whether our
correct language is laid bare; any change own prejudices may be affecting the
of language must only benefit those service we provide? Were you to take
people that are discriminated against, or into supervision such concerns as your
socially disadvantaged whom we agree own intolerance, do you think that you
deserve not to be. This makes political would get help in dealing with that
correctness deeply problematic, because prejudice, or instead would you risk
through its use we are insisting not on an professional censure for simply failing to
argument from logical reason, but instead conform to a political ideal?
on an argument for the homogeneity of
reason. We can from this position, think Who does political correctness help?
and speak only in language that is
politically acceptable, or we must face the The problem is that in simply attempting
consequences; there must be no dissent. to rephrase certain words to hide the
pejorative notions inherent in the public
sphere, we will simply fail to address the
problem. ‘Lunatic’, for example is a
word few of us would likely use
today. Over time we have
changed the language
used to ‘person of
unsound mind’ again
to ‘mentally ill’ and
now we use ‘a
person who hears
voices’ but in the
public conscious,
do you honestly
believe a ‘person
who hears voices’ is
not still somewhat
largely
synonymous
with ‘lunatic’? During a
conversation
with
two
teenagers, one of the authors
recently discovered that within one
part of the public sphere the abbreviation
‘CAMHS’ is now used as an offensive
Who really benefits from politically term, the same way as the word ‘mental’
has been in the past. How then, is our
correct language?
politically correct language helping
If our attempts to reconstruct meaning people? What does this ‘avoidance’
through the medium of language are to achieve?
be of serious concern in a therapeutic
context, then we must ask… ‘In whose Truth be told, it doesn’t help at all.
interests are we doing this?’ Is it the Changing language doesn’t change the
clients, or ours? If, during therapy we meaning inherent in words, for meaning
speak out against the unacceptable ‘ism’ is elsewhere and only the twin forces of
or ‘phobia’ a client may express we are education and time can change that.
communicatively enforcing a political Consider the word ‘witch’. The word itself
ideal which may in fact only be normative remains untouched to this day but
in our nice, educated, middle class world, education and time have so successfully
a world the client may not be returning to deconstructed the meaning behind the
after the session; we engage in effect on word that we now find being afraid of
the basis of who we are and what we feel witches a laughable proposition and
instead of engaging with who they are, burning them at the stake a hideous and
dehumanising action. We have changed
and what they feel.
what the word means and that should be
The question must be asked then ’how the real endgame of our endeavour for
does this help the client?’ For we are all that is where the real change needs to
prejudiced in some way and in claiming occur.
‘hoodies’, ‘benefits
‘single mothers’.

scroungers’
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A week in the life of...

An Assistant Psychologist
By Ben Dawson

Monday

8:45 – I arrive at CAMHS to begin my week, the
Monday morning feeling sets in as ever.
9:00 – Time to check emails and phone messages
in case anything important has happened over the
weekend, it never has. I also reply to any emails I
didn’t get chance to answer on Friday, which are
numerous.
9:30 – This morning is going to be spent
continuing the creation of a new set of guided self
help workbooks which myself and my fellow AP
will be using to conduct behavioural activation for
depression. It takes ages to gather my stuff back
together after the weekend but I eventually spend
the rest of the morning drawing together materials
from a number of different manuals and resources
to finish the creation of one super resource book!
… 5 different ones left to go.
12:00 – Lunch!! I’ve been clock watching since
11am for this.
12:45 – Back to the desk, I think I need computer
glasses so I don’t destroy my eyes one of these
days. The rest of today is set out for data entry
into our outcomes research (CORC). It’s a tedious
(but somewhat satisfyingly mundane) task taking
questionnaires and entering them all onto our
database. I have a backlog of about 50 because I
usually end up prioritising something else, but not
today!
13:30 – Chocolate hobnobs appearing in the staff
kitchen definitely outrank data entry, short biscuit
break then back to it.
17:00 – I leave work with a mild headache from
too much computer use, but none the less
satisfied that I can now avoid more data entry for

Tuesday
8:35 – Arrive into work, no school traffic makes my
journey in take half the time; I need to remember
to set off later.
8:45 – This morning is spent in clinical sessions
doing guided self help for anxiety. We finished the
anxiety workbooks some time ago and their
implementation has been excellent. It feels very
satisfying to be conducting CBT with materials that
you designed yourself and more importantly,
seeing them work.
12:00 - Lunch again!!
12:45 – Admin time for my clinical work and any
other outstanding reports
14:00 – Time for supervision of my psychometrics
with one of the clinical psychologists, nothing
much needs changing in my latest report, just bits
here and there.
14:30 – Spending this afternoon providing support
for our new complex case clinic, lots of work to do
to get it up and running.
15:30 – Supervision with my supervisor, another
clinical psychologist in the department, always an
important part of my week.
16:30 – Finish off bits of work I started for complex
case clinic support
17:15 – Head home, tired today.

www.ClinPsy.org.uk
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Wednesay

Thursday

8:30 – Arrive at work, I still didn’t remember to set
off later.

8:30 – Arrive at work, I need to arrive early on
Thursday to get set up.

8:40 – This morning is going to be spent typing up
transcripts from the interviews I did a while back
for some joint research with the Youth Offending
Team. It’s pretty interesting but it takes so long to
transcribe interviews. This is also the time set out
for writing up any outstanding psychometric
reports, but I haven’t got any outstanding.

8:40 – Set up for the Stressbusters, computerised
CBT clinic that I run on a Thursday. I really do
enjoy the clinic but it certainly doesn’t bust my
stress.

12:00 – Business meeting for the service, my
stomach is rumbling a lot.

11:30 – Clear away for the CCBT clinic, it was a
heavy morning today, we had 3 young people
needing full risk assessments, the running around
to get on call clinicians and trying to contain
everyone can be daunting and stressful.

13:00 – Lunch, finally, I hate late lunches.

12:00 – Lunch/Meeting for the CAMHS Day Unit

13:30 – Normally this afternoon is my CPD and
any other meeting time, but this week is a weird
one, I’m spending my afternoon coordinating the
service user involvement panel who are
interviewing for a new job in the department. It all
goes fairly well and as usual the service users love
being involved. I really enjoy doing these days.

13:30 – This afternoon is set out for my new
Functional Analysis clinic. This is a new timetable
addition and so I’m not yet doing actual functional
analysis, I still need more training and more
reading up! So that’s what I’m doing with this
afternoon.

17:00 – Home time! Good day today.

17:00 –I can take no more reading. Time to
cathartically shoot people on Call of Duty!

Friday
8:50 – Arrive at work, my entire day today will be
spent working on our Day Unit. This gives us
naturalistic observations of the more complex
young people coming through CAMHS. Fridays
means primary age children and so is the best part
of my week every week. I get to spend the day
having brilliantly amusing conversations with 5
year olds who are immensely cute. I also get to
run the groups, do painting and because it’s
school holiday time, make rice crispy cakes during
what would normally be school… have to be
careful not to eat any of the ones the children have
made by accident.. there has been a lot of bum
scratching and nose picking today, along with a
general disregard for hygiene... oh well, they’re
still cute.
17:00 – WEEKEND! I’m ready to crash but
finishing on a high.

Ben is currently an Assistant Psychologist working for a Child and Adolescent Mental health Service
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My Journey
By Hannah Dowling
Choosing a University was perhaps the easiest decision I have
made in my career so far! It was a gloriously sunny day when I
went to look around Cardiff University (I found out later it was a
rarity!), the current students were friendly and chatty and most
importantly for me, the course offered the chance to take a
placement year between your second and final years.
My placement year was an amazing experience. As long as
you could organise it, you could do your placement anywhere in
the world – so I sent off a speculative email to a supervisor in
Australia who had previously had placement students from
Cardiff, and they agreed to have me along with another
student.

varying levels of need. My broad role was to help individuals
realise as much independence as they could. For some people
this meant helping them learn simple recipes and helping them
cook, or taking them on the bus several times so they could
learn the bus route to college to do it on their own. Others I
supported needed a lot more intensive help, and independence
for them meant being able to attend day services with 1 to 1
support without their parents. At times it was one of the
hardest jobs I have ever done, and I was reduced to tears on
more than one occasion. But it has also been the most
rewarding; knowing that simply through listening and making
the effort to communicate with someone on their level you can
help anyone achieve something.

I worked as a voluntary research assistant on a large scale I think the skills that I learnt as a support worker will be some of
longitudinal research project looking at the biopsychosocial the most valuable ones in moulding me into the clinical
psychologist I will (hopefully) one day
factors that contribute to childhood obesity for 9 months.
become. Not only through experiencing
During this time I conducted structured interviews with
first hand some of the difficulties service
parents and children, a lot of data entry and
users have, but by knowing the issues of
analysis, many other tasks including writing a
support workers and families who work with
newsletter to families telling them of the
them. Something I think I would have missed
results so far. I also got to observe weekly
out on if I had landed an AP post straight from
CBT weight management groups and
Uni.
conduct some independent research
on childhood body dysmorphia using
After 6 months working as a support worker and
some of the data collected for the study,
through a little bit of skill and a lot of luck I got offered
which I presented to over 150
my current AP post. I work as an assistant
colleagues at the annual internal
research psychologist for the NHS in
conference.
conjunction with a University on a project
investigating the efficacy of CBT for PTSD
The placement enabled me to learn many
in schizophrenia. My job, among other
skills and get a good overview of how large
things, involves recruiting and assessing
scale research can be conducted.
It
potential participants, data entry and
highlighted to me how many things have to
analysis, applying for ethics to expand the
be considered to run a project this big
recruitment area and a lot of problem
successfully; from ethical approval to
solving! I love my job and how it enables
managing a research team effectively.
me to learn so much about so many
I also loved having the opportunity to
different aspects of psychology and the
travel and work abroad. But it wasn’t
NHS. Through our recruitment process I
all plain sailing, we did have several
have had to develop close working
issues with our placement and being so
relationships with community mental health
far from Uni meant that we didn’t have
teams as well as inpatient wards,
much contact to sort these out. Also
psychiatrists and of course service users.
the placement was unpaid, and my
While my role is research based and I do
visa meant I was not allowed to work
elsewhere, so I was reliant on the money I had saved before not get to do any therapy myself (unlike some of my AP
colleagues based on the wards) I get a lot of client contact and
and my student loan.
I feel I am getting a broad understanding of what working in
Following my placement I reluctantly returned to complete my NHS as a scientific practitioner can involve. Having links to the
final year and graduated last year. I applied for lots of AP posts university has also meant I have been able to broaden my skills
straight from Uni, I got a couple of interviews but no job offers by attending workshops and the BABCP conference in
so started looking for support worker jobs to get any sort of Manchester this year. This role has definitely opened up my
experience I could of working in mental health. I found a job eyes to the role research plays in Clinical Psychology and how
with a local charity working as a community support worker important it is to provide an evidence base for clinical practice.
working with adults with Learning Difficulties.
So what next? Well, I eventually want to become a Clinical
This was one of the most varied jobs I have ever had. I worked Psychologist, so I will be considering applying this year or next
with people with a range of conditions from autism to Prader and seeing what happens, but regardless of the outcome I
Willi syndrome and Downs syndrome to cerebral palsy with would love to stay working and learning in psychology.
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Mindfulness in Practice
My Mindfulness Practice - in Life and at Work By Laura Bettney
Mindfulness means
paying attention in
a particular way:
on purpose, in the
present moment and
non-judgementally
Jon Kabat Zinn
What do I mean by mindfulness?
Over the past few years I have become
increasingly interested in the role of
mindfulness in clinical practice; for
example, the work done in the areas of
Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction
(MBSR)
and
Mindfulness
Based
Cognitive Therapy (MBCT), both of which
have become more prominent in recent
years. Many of the training programmes
that have been developed, particularly
with regards to MBSR, stress
that it is important for any
practitioner wishing to apply
mindfulness to their clinical
work to undertake a regular
mindfulness practice of their
own.

has helped me to gain more insight into
my reactions to the stresses and
problems of daily life. It allows me to get
a truer sense of why I react the way I do
to certain situations and people.
As far as I understand it, this nonjudgemental observation of whatever is
in the present moment is the
fundamental goal of mindfulness. In
effect, by accepting what each moment
offers, it makes it more likely that I can
respond appropriately to any situation
that presents itself.
I was keen to write this article, with a
view to highlighting some of the benefits I
feel I’ve gained from having a daily
mindfulness practice, both professionally
and personally.

Paradoxically, my practice usually leads
me to feel less caught up in thoughts. It
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This observation of my own patterns has
also been helpful at work. This career
path, at times, seems to be fraught with
rejection,
disappointment
and
uncertainty. On top of this we can be
plagued by negative thoughts about ‘not
knowing
enough’,
or
not
being
‘competent enough’. I am certainly prone
to these types of thoughts and feelings,
particularly, as I found last year, around
application time!

Improved self-awareness
I’ve found that trying to be less identified
with the contents of my thoughts and
stopping myself from automatically
responding to them has improved my
self-knowledge and has made me more
aware of the patterns I tend to get caught
in.

It is partly for this reason that I
have spent the last year and a
half incorporating a formal
mindfulness practice into my
daily routine. This practice, for
me, takes the form of a type of
meditation known as ‘insight
meditation’.
I try to find time to sit, each
day, for at least half an hour, and during
this time I try to be really aware of my
internal processes (thoughts, emotions
and physical feelings). The practice is not
about ignoring or trying to suppress
these processes. Nor is it about
analysing or judging what is happening.
The idea is to note thoughts as they
occur and observe them moment by
moment.

period of time not only highlighted this as
a pattern I frequently get stuck in, but it
also allowed me to respond appropriately
in terms of apologising to the upset
friend, learning to say ‘no’ at times and
also making sure I have enough ‘me
time’ pencilled in my diary.

For example, recently I became aware
that I was feeling very guilty because I
hadn’t been able to help a friend due to
work pressures and other commitments. I
am aware that this is a very common
pattern for me, and in the past I have
tended to respond by taking on much
more for other people than I can
realistically handle and not making sure I
have enough time to look after myself.
Being more observant of myself over a

Again, mindfulness can help us to see
these thoughts and emotions as
conscious events, which do not imply
fact and cannot affect our day to day
existence as long as we do not respond
to them. One pertinent example was the
‘this is my first time applying for clinical
training, I don’t stand a chance’ thought,
which stayed with me from
the minute I handed in the
application form last year
to the minute I received
replies
from
all
the
courses.
For some reason, I was
unable to see this negative
thought as merely a
conscious event with no
power over me; instead I
think I saw it more as a
gigantic, angry monster
which followed me around
and affected my behaviour
for the good part of 7-8
months. The impact this
one little thought had on my behaviour
was disproportionately huge; I was
snappy with friends and family when they
asked whether I’d heard anything, I
spent more time in interview preparation
considering all the things I did not know
rather than focusing on what I have
learned during my time as an assistant, I
was so panicky at my interview that I
could barely speak let alone form
coherent sentences or really think about
the questions and I spent so much time
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considering whether my performance on
the first Lancaster computer test had
been a fluke that I did not pay attention to
the questions I was answering in the
second test. Lastly, but potentially most
importantly; when I received the
feedback that I had been unsuccessful,
my initial thought was ‘well, I expected
that, it was my first application after all’.
Of course, many people might read this
and think that my initial thought was
realistic, bearing in mind the statistics
about first time applicants; but the
behaviours triggered by that thought
were certainly not realistic and may have
in fact impeded my chances. Although I
was able to observe the thought as it
occurred, this time around I gave that
thought more power over me than it
should have had.

Practice makes (almost) perfect
Importantly, because we all have such
busy lives, mindfulness is not a
technique that we necessarily have to
find a time slot for. We can practice
being mindful in a number of different
settings.
For example, when we’re
walking, eating, washing up or driving.
We can attempt to be mindful wherever
we are, and whatever we’re doing.
A regular practice during every day
events enables us to employ mindfulness
in the most stressful or upsetting
situations as well. I don’t think I’m wrong
in suggesting that these situations can
often occur at work. As a relatively minor
example, very recently at work a simple
question from a colleague left me feeling
quite attacked, and as though I was
being blamed for something that I had
not done.
Now, like many people, I know that I can
react badly when I feel criticised or
blamed. This time, armed with this
knowledge about myself, instead of
getting defensive, I just answered the
question that had been asked and then
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justified a decision I had made previously
and showed the person the paperwork to
go along with the incident we were
speaking about. This did not actually stop
me from feeling a bit angry and a little
resentful towards the person; these were
other difficult emotions I had to work
through later on in the day; but being
mindful in the moment did stop me from
reacting in a way that I would have
regretted at a later date and from
potentially upsetting and damaging my
relationship with a work colleague.
It is undoubtedly helpful to be fully in the
moment when you are faced with a
challenging situation. To really hear, see
and understand what you are being told
by a client or a colleague allows us to
respond to the situation as it is, rather
than reacting to the things we are
thinking and feeling internally at the time.

Using negative thoughts
feelings to our advantage

and

As I’ve found out, much to my dismay, no
amount of being mindful can stop
negative thoughts and feelings from
occurring. However, it can give us a way
of processing and being with negative
thoughts as they arise that can turn them
to our advantage.
I think this process works a little bit like
desensitisation,
in
that
during
mindfulness practice we basically stay
with an unpleasant feeling or thought for
a fairly lengthy time; we just witness it
and be aware that it is happening, and
inevitably if we do this for long enough
the feeling will get weaker and weaker
until it goes away entirely or is replaced
by something else.
This is positive in a number of ways.
Firstly, it makes us aware of the
temporary nature of our internal
processes and that, given time, any
negative feeling or thought will eventually
weaken and fade away. Given the

fleeting nature of such thoughts and
feelings, we learn that responding to
them whole-heartedly in the moment is
not often the best thing to do. Secondly,
we can learn to stay with a negative
feeling and work on it in a deeper way;
perhaps by looking at what triggered it,
how it makes us want to respond, how it
makes us think. I think this process of
examination can often turn a negative to
our advantage.
For example, take the feelings of anger
or disappointment after rejection from a
clinical course or a job we really wanted.
Initially these feelings may make you feel
like giving up entirely, drowning your
sorrows or being irritable with family and
friends who try to put a positive spin on
things. How often, however, do those
feelings eventually lead us to behave in
the exact opposite way? That urge to
give up can become an even greater
determination to get more experience for
next year; get that piece of research
published so you can put it on your form
or simply put more effort into the job you
are currently doing. If you’re anything like
me, this kind of switch-around happens
very frequently, almost on a daily basis!

Conclusion
I hope that this article has given some
general ideas about where my interest in
mindfulness initially came from; how I
have incorporated practice into my daily
life and how this practice has affected
different aspects of my life. Of course,
mindfulness practice is a very personal
experience and people may have found
other methods of practice, found that it
has a different impact on them or even
found it entirely unhelpful. Most
importantly for me, my practice has been
a great way of developing my selfreflection skills, making it, I think, a very
worthwhile way to spend 30 minutes of
each day.
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Socratic Questioning

Encouraging Reflection in Cognitive Therapy and Beyond
By Ruthie
Socrates was a Greek philosopher and educator who
taught his students by asking questions and thus drawing out
the answers from them – and it is from his style that we get the
term socratic questioning. The process of Socratic questioning
is now considered to be one of the cornerstones of cognitive
therapy process (Padesky, 1993). I very much doubt my ability
to convey the nature and process of Socratic questioning as
articulately as Christine Padesky so I will refer you to the
aforementioned reference and instead discuss my own
experience of socratic questioning in therapy, in supervision
and in the MDT.
My therapy work is predominantly with clients who have
diagnoses on the schizophrenia spectrum and/or personality
disorders. Socratic questioning can be both challenging and
liberating with these client groups. First, they are often used to
people telling them what to do and how to think. They’re often
told that their thoughts or behaviours are symptoms of their
illness or that they are being irrational. In fact, they often get
referred to me being told that I will sort their thoughts out or
teach them how not to be deluded. If I took this approach, I
would have very few clients indeed. I am certainly not there to
argue with people or to change their minds but to help them to
explore. Helen Kennerley uses the metaphor that clients come
to therapy with a torch shining on one or two aspects of their
lives. The work of therapy is to turn on the light and help the
client to see the entire room.
In my view socratic questioning isn’t just a technique in CBT;
it’s a core, fundamental therapist stance. It creates the
genuinely open and collaborative relationship that is the
bedrock of good cognitive therapy. For some of the people we
work with, the experience of having genuinely interested,
curious and open person listening to their experiences and
trying to understand is an intervention in itself. I recently
conducted an assessment with someone with a diagnosis of
paranoid schizophrenia. To be honest, I was confused about
where to start so I just asked questions, summarised and tried
to understand as best I could. At the end of the assessment,
still quite confused, I asked a client how he had found meeting
with me. I was a bit surprised at his response. He grinned and
said, “Fantastic, you want to hear what I have to say.” “Yes, I
do, and I’m glad you were able to tell me so much.” Evidently I
must have had my good CBT therapist hat on because I
followed it up with a synthesising question…”You seem really
pleased by this, can I ask you why…” Immediately the client
said, “You don’t think I’m too mental to listen to and if you think
I’m not that mental, then maybe I’m actually not that mental”.
“Oh and if you’re not mental, what are you?”
“NORMAL!!!!” Without even realising it, we had already started

to construct our alternative schema: I am not a mental person
who is fundamentally flawed to the core – I am a normal
human being who deserves to be listened to and understood
as much as anyone else.
It is easy at times to get into debates with clients and for
therapy to descend into the therapist’s supposedly rational
view versus the client’s supposedly irrational view. I don’t find
this helpful but it happens. It is unpleasant for both the client
and the therapist and also no-one likes to lose an argument –
least of all me! Plus, I am not always rational and I don’t want
to be. Life would be very boring. When I have worked with
clients who hold strong religious beliefs, I don’t particularly
mind what their evidence is for the idea that they are loved by
God and this means they are fundamentally worthwhile human
beings deserving of kindness, especially if that helps them to
feel warm and caring towards themselves and results in them
treating themselves in a way that is consistent with their selfworth. Socratic questioning is not about being rational. It is
about exploring and finding other perspectives that are at least
as or more believable for the client than their original view, but
that are not distressing or not as distressing for them.
Socratic questioning keeps you open and helps the client to
become curious. When we’re curious about something it
makes it easier to poke and prod around and see what we can
discover. It also makes it easier to work with and make the
most of setbacks, blips and behavioural experiments that go

Please note, all client examples are fictional, but based on common themes that I
have experienced in my work as a clinical psychologist in adult mental health
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very far from the therapist’s original plan. Everything becomes
a source of new information to be explored and developed.
I also find socratic questioning to be a helpful approach to take
outside of the therapy room. I like it when my supervisors use
socratic questioning with me. When I’m stuck, I get really
irritated when my supervisor comes up with a bright idea and
expects that to be the answer. It is also likely to turn me into a
nonchalant supervisee who rejects every suggestion – and
often I am not wrong in doing so. If I’m stuck, it usually means
I’m missing something and if I’m missing it, my supervisor may
well be too. I do not need a clever answer. I need better
understanding and a fresh perspective. If I am stuck it probably
means my torch is focused on just one area that is making me
feel very hopeless/frustrated/anxious/irritated etc. What I need
is to rediscover curiosity and
broaden my field of vision. A good
poke around can open up a
multitude of possibilities that are
far more interesting and liberating
than just one answer from the
expert’s mouth. What works for
clients, also seems to work for
supervisees!
A great example of this was,
inspired by a workshop on
strengths based formulation, I
asked my supervisor to help me
incorporate resilience factors into
therapy. I enjoy doing this and
generally don’t find it difficult but
there was a client who for the life
of me I just couldn’t do it with. My
supervisor asked me to sum up
the client, what was he like, did I
like him, how did I feel towards
him. I described his negativity, his
pervasive hopelessness, how put
upon I felt by him to just give him
a magic pill and how I thought I
was disappointing him week after
week by not curing him and how
depressing and irritating I found
all this1. Then my supervisor
changed the tone asking, “And what do you think his strengths
are?” The question was answered with stony silence and then,
“I think he doesn’t have any and if I attempt to formulate his
strengths, it will be awkward and the client will just feel even
more hopeless.” (Yes, it seems therapists have dysfunctional
assumptions too). I was curious, my torch wasn’t just shining
on the client’s problem, it was getting ready to poke around a
little. So the next week I asked the client if he would like to put
thinking about his strengths on the agenda. The client took the
bait and thought it would be an interesting area for discussion.
So I asked, “What do you think your strengths are?” (Ironically,
I’d never thought to ask directly before so no wonder I was
missing information!) Immediately his demeanour brightened
and he began to discuss a number of personality traits and
skills he saw as good qualities he possessed and I started to
see him in a new light. By opening up the possibilities for me,
my supervisor enabled me to open up the possibilities for the

client.
More importantly, this approach in supervision can help the
supervisor step back from being an expert and help the
supervisee become their own supervisor, being able to ask
questions of themselves and reflect on their work in a way that
simply giving advice can never do. It makes for a far more
reflective and sensitive clinician who is able to think on their
feet and adapt more quickly to challenges in therapy. In the
same way socratic questioning in therapy supports the client to
become their own therapist, to step back and reflect on what is
happening for them, to ask themselves good questions and to
find good answers in their day to day lives.
Socratic questioning can be helpful in MDT settings. It slows
down the pace and pushes
people to reflect and consider
other
parts
of
the
picture…again the light gets
turned on. This can be
extremely
helpful
because
other professionals may tend to
shine their light in different
places. By coming together and
enabling everyone to contribute
and broaden their perspective,
it is possible to develop a much
more complex and holistic view
of a particular client or
particular
situation.
I’m
convinced that this is going to
become even more vital in the
current NHS where cost cutting
exercises mean people become
more narrow in their focus and
protective of their own small
patch. The danger is that we
become insular and narrowminded in how we see
situations and the client ends
up getting lots of bits of service
that are not joined up. We need
to find ways of seeing a bigger
picture. People who are good at
asking questions are a vital part
of this process.
This all sounds very good in theory, but in practice it is not so
easy. There are times in therapy when I seem to be less
interested, less curious, less socratic. At these times, I find it
vital to listen to recordings of my sessions on my own and in
supervision and honestly ask the question: why? Why is it that
I think I need to give the client the answer or “help them out”
just a little bit too much? Sometimes it’s because I’m stuck in
how I think about the client and don’t believe the client can
give good answers. Sometimes clients find it hard to tolerate
the anxiety that being interested and uncertain about the final
outcome that socratic questioning requires. Other times, it is
because I’m feeling very protective or maternal towards the
client and feel the need to be consoling or comforting.
Sometimes it is because the client’s beliefs are so horrific that
both I and the client find it hard to face them head on and

1This

is an example of what we call a parallel process – the client’s feelings about themselves, the world and others have been so strong that the
therapist ends up with similar beliefs with regard to that client. In this case a kind of learned helplessness - Editor
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Likewise, I find it very hard to be socratic in the face of
perspectives from colleagues that seem to be completely at
odds with my own view. And if I think those perspectives result
in less than adequate care for the client, then it can be hard to
adopt the curious, interested and collaborative stance socratic
questioning requires. But it is even more important to be
socratic at these times. I have to keep reminding myself – noone likes to lose an argument so professionals at loggerheads
are not going to adopt a new perspective. When I least want to
do it, that’s sometimes when I most need to be interested and
open to other perspectives.
These same issues also occur on a systemic level. It can be
difficult for supervises, managers and MDT members to adopt
the uncertain, open-minded interest that doesn’t know what the
final answer (or better yet, answers) might be. Sometimes,
clients and situations are so anxiety provoking, we want THE
answer and we want it NOW. So socratic questioning can be
hard to stick with and it definitely keeps you on your toes.

really examine them with openness and interest. The classic
example for me is the client who believes her sexual abuse as
a child is entirely her fault. I want to comfort and immediately
correct the client that this is impossible. It is of course vital for
the therapist to communicate a non-blaming stance towards
the client but the client probably isn’t going to find my
perspective all that believable. I’m probably not the first person
to say it wasn’t their fault. They need to find their own way to a
new perspective on this issue and that can be a slow and
emotive process for both the client and the therapist.

Unfortunately, I don’t have the magic wand that can tell you the
right questions to ask at the right time – and I don’t even think
this is possible! There are a whole range of good questions to
ask and good times to ask them. It’s a matter of the therapist
feeling around and finding their own way to do it. I’d love to
give you the answers but I don’t have them, and even if I did, it
wouldn’t be very socratic of me to just give them to you. I hope
this article has given you a flavour of socratic questioning and
helps whet your appetite for learning more and trying out this
process. The most helpful ways I’ve found to do this are
listening to experts’ therapy sessions and seeing how they do
it, listening to my own therapy sessions on my own and in
supervision and trying to work out when and why it is I stray
from the curious, interested and broad minded stance socratic
questioning requires. Most it all, it requires me to come fresh to
every client or situation I’m facing with an attitude of curiosity,
genuine interest and desire to understand2.

If you’re interested in further reading, then these are the best resources I’ve found:

Helen Kennerley’s booklet on Socratic Questioning.
Available from the Oxford Cognitive Therapy Centre:
http://www.octc.co.uk/files/pdfs/Book_leaflet_Jan_2011.pdf

Padesky, C. (1993). Socratic Questioning: Changing Minds or Guiding
Discovery.
Keynote address delivered at the European Congress of Behavioural and Cognitive
Therapies. London, September 24, 1993.
Retrieved from: http://www.padesky.com/clinicalcorner/pdf/socquest.pdf

Westbook, D., Kennerley, H., & Kirk, J. (2007). An Introduction to
Cognitive Behaviour Therapy: Skills and Applications.
London: Sage Publications.

2

Which seem to be core therapeutic constructs in many different models. Take for example Dyadic Developmental Psychotherapy, used by Dan
Hughes when working with people with early trauma and poor attachment templates, to help them make the best possible use of their current
healthier relationships where the key principles are Playfulness, Acceptance, Curiosity and Empathy – Editor.
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Reflecting on Language – Precision and Power
Dr Caroline Taylor
This article reflects on the language of psychology, and latterly
how language influences our thinking and behaviour clinically.
Language provides a rich seam of experience on which to
reflect and is one area that can promote a change in the way
we understand the subject of psychology; and our practice at
all levels.
I’ll start with how I came to reflect on, and realise, the
importance of language during my development to become a
clinical psychologist. I would hope that we are all aware that
language conveys meaning. In psychology where there are
many theories, each with their own dialect and meaning. These
theories represent a knowledge base that can exclude others
from accessing the theory if the language is unfamiliar. The
stark contrast between the language used, in say, cognitive
behavioural theory and a psychoanalytic theory often confused
me; and I sought to reconcile the language in line with similar
concepts. My belief being that, regardless of theory, the aim
was to explain human behaviour within it, so surely there was
some crossover? Some way of mapping the language to find
some consensus?
My primary mode of understanding has always been within a
behavioural model, so this always brings the building blocks to
my understanding. Reinforcement whether positive or negative,
explains how the likelihood of a behaviour (wanted or not) is
strengthened under certain conditions.
Linguistically this
seems to me to be transformed into ‘maintenance’ within the
cognitive behavioural model. But what of the psychoanalytic
model? What did they have to say about maintenance or
reinforcement? I stumbled across the term enactment or ‘acting
out’ which allowed me to start grasping the concepts of the
model.
Enactment is the literal acting out of some desire or wish for
something. It is unconscious, that is, it is inaccessible to
language. Freud stated that

"The patient does not remember anything of what he has
forgotten and repressed, but acts it out. He reproduces it
not as a memory, but as an action; he repeats it, without, of
course, knowing that he is repeating it" (Remembering,
Repeating, and Working-Through, 1914g. p. 150).
To me this seemed to have strong links with classical
conditioning; a repetition of response in the presence of a
stimulus. I wondered if enactment was similar, did people act
out when they were presented with a familiar stimulus, whether
that be environmental, relational or internal; was it an
involuntary reflex? Then I wondered if acting out was akin to
operant behaviour. In a functional analysis there is an attempt
to understand behaviours in relation to what the person will
‘gain’ (the function) from the behaviour. Attempts to ‘extinguish’
said behaviours can be quite resistant to interventions; the
repetition of an act without, perhaps knowing why. Behavioural
functions include gaining attention, (quite similar to a basic,
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and inaccurate understanding of ‘acting out’), but also of
avoidance (and therefore linked with the development of
‘safety behaviours’ in the cognitive behavioural model). I’d run
out of comparisons here and I needed to draw on my
understanding of implicit and explicit memory. The difference
between what we know and what we do. Cognitive therapy
relies on the ‘knowing’, it requires declarative memory, that
requires language to work with thoughts, but many behaviours
are outside of awareness, and attempts to make them
declarative can be quite difficult. Consider the ability to ride a
bike, the skill is implicitly remembered at a procedural level. It
is performed without verbal thought process, and indeed
attempts to name all of the components of the tasks can be
quite difficult and may even interfere with performing it
successfully.
None of this exploration and comparison of psychological
language felt satisfactory to me, I understood a little bit about
how different theories linked, or at least understood an
approximation of concepts from different models but I was
missing something. It was all a bit disjointed and my reflections
left me without the precision required to communicate
something scientifically, or at least in clear terms. I had come
to understood that the language of each theory was distinct,
and for good reason. Each provides us with a linguistic system
to aid the representation of meaning and knowledge in which
to hypothesise, which, can be compared, to a point. An attempt
to equate theories however, looses the precision of the
meaning, and moreover how each theory would guide an
intervention from that meaning. I think this has a lot to say
about how well we can integrate models as clinical
psychologists. If we do not understand what a word represents
precisely within a model, it is very difficult to operationalise it
appropriately and effectively. This is further affected if a term in
psychological language has transcended into everyday
parlance, and is used without precision. Acting upon a
misrepresentation of what a psychological word means can, in
my view, be at least un-therapeutic and at worst damaging.
And a lot of psychological terminology does migrate into
popular usage with different meaning, for example, the way
that ‘anal’ is used to mean controlling of details, or
‘schizophrenic’ meaning having contrasting facets, or the way
that historic classifications of learning disability have become
insults (e.g. moron, imbecile, retard).
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The next step in my journey of reflecting on language arrived
via my interest in social constructionism and discourse
analysis. In discussing this I will draw on the power language
has, as theorised by Foucault (b. 1926, d. 1984). Foucault’s
constructionist theory has three major themes, the concepts of:
discourse, power and knowledge, and the question of ‘subject’.
He shifted the focus from language to discourse to assert his
view of how language, or rather how language is used in the
social discourse, provides a system of representation though
all verbal interactions, spoken, written or otherwise. From this
premise Foucault asserts that language within social practices
provides meaning (representation) and that this meaning
shapes and influences what we do. In essence that discourse
has a regulatory effect on behaviour. Given that all our social
and clinical practices have discursive elements, Foucault,
would perhaps assert that these discursive elements of our
practice effectively ‘rule out’ and ‘rule in’ aspects of our conduct
within that. The theme of power and knowledge relates to how
knowledge is gained through discursive practices, and once we
‘know’ something it is used to regulate the action of others, in
this sense the discourse has power. Accordingly, power is not
a linear top-down relationship, from, say the government, a
therapist, or a team leader to others, but rather, power
circulates within the discourse. This means that in some ways
we can all be the oppressors and be oppressed via the
discourse. We are thus all ‘subjected’ to the discourse and can
be by subjugated by it, as well as allowing others to be the
subject of it though our own ‘knowledge and power’. For
Foucault the ‘subject’ is the discourse itself: of how knowledge
and power is constructed though discursive practice, and how
that influences action in the world in general, but specifically for
the purpose of this article in our clinical practice.
So here my missive is that the discourse we engage in limits or
enhances the way that we work with clients, what we bring to
supervision, how we respond to others in teams, as well as the
wider system and society at large. Our psychological discourse
is not mutually exclusive from the dominant discourses of
society. Thus, lay meaning as well as our ‘expert knowledge’
influences us. My previous discussion implicitly hypothesises
that sometimes our knowledge can be imprecise and thus be
detrimental to clinical practice. If, as Foucault asserts, we are
influenced by the discourse, what set of representations do we
bring to a unit of language, and how do we act upon said
language?
I shall return to the behavioural function of gaining attention (or
‘attention seeking’) and the psychoanalytic term of acting out to
illustrate. Attention seeking certainly transcends the
psychological discourse; it is often used in a derogatory way
that translates into action (which could influence our clinical
practice). Often, the word ‘just’ precedes the term attention
seeking. To me, the word just allows us to be quite dismissive
of the functional behaviour. People do not seek attention,
unless they are deprived of attention. In my view, in society’s
discourse at least, the word ‘just’ has a particular power. The
influence on action is perhaps that it rules out any further

actions to find out why someone is in need of attention and
how this can be addressed in an intervention. Similarly acting
out is often preceded by ‘just’. I have witnessed similar actions
in response to ‘acting out’ as ‘attention seeking’. The two terms
do not mean the same thing. A behaviour that has provided
attention contingently upon it is, in precise terms, likely to be
evoked again if the person is attention deprived, because it has
been reinforced. That is, it is a learnt behaviour to meet a
need, ‘Acting out’ however is a defence mechanism. Defence
mechanisms are unconscious (operant behaviour can be, but
isn’t necessarily, unconscious), and are used by us all to cope
with reality, maintain self-image or ward off anxiety. So an
enactment can have several ‘functions’ for a person.
Commonly though my own interpretation of when people other
than psychoanalysts label a behaviour as acting out; the
enactment will be unconsciously motivated towards ensuring
that people behave towards them in a way that ensures their
unconscious (and usually negative) expectations of self and
others will be met. These expectations are a product of their
dynamic history, the genesis of which may, and is likely, to
have occurred before they had language. Thus, if a person’s
expectation is that they will be abandoned, and their image of
self is that they are unlovable and unwanted. Dismissing their
enactment of this, as ‘just acting out’ will have made their
expectation a continued reality (that is, the importance of their
need for security will have been dismissed and their
attachment need rejected).
A part of the psychoanalytic discourse reaches society, and is
certainly heard and acted upon in mental health settings; these
terms have become part of the discourse, and we are
vulnerable to that. If a discourse envelops us that has no
understanding of precision, it creates potentially damaging
actions and dynamics by the power it holds. As people who
have the ability to understand the precise meaning of certain
terms, psychologists (at any level of training) have an added
responsibility to use them appropriately and not collude with
the dominant discourse where this may have negative effects
on service recipients or others, whether overt or subtle.
In my view as clinicians we need to reflect on the language that
we use in terms of precision, and the discourse we are part of
so that we do not rule out actions that would best serve the
people we work with, individuals and teams alike. This article is
purely a summary of my reflections and my understanding of
the linguistic concepts used in theory. It is of course likely to be
imprecise in places and be influenced by the discourse that
surrounds me. However, considering what we and others say
and the power it holds can be a useful tool in reflecting on your
actions, and may lead to a change in your practice, it has for
me.
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Professional Insurance
We all owe a duty to those we encounter
in our daily lives not to cause them harm
or damage. For psychologists and other
professionals, that duty translates into a
duty of care to use all reasonable skill
and judgement in the application and
performance of our professional work.
For the vast majority of us, that’s what
we do, day-in, day-out; we are good at
our job. Our clients are helped and we
get both pay and the satisfaction of a job
well done.
Psychologists though, are human too!
We all make mistakes and have the
occasional error of judgement. Despite
popular belief, there are not hoards of
people out there waiting to pounce on
our every misdemeanour and haul us up
before the HPC or engage lawyers to
sue us a on a no-win-no-fee basis. Most
mistakes will go un-noticed (or, better
still, will be spotted by our own cross
checking procedures first!). Sometimes,
an error might slip through the net and
be spotted by a client who will give us
the opportunity to put things right before
any real harm is done. However, even
this could lead to a professional
complaint. In reality, a complaint or a
claim is going to be made against us
where a client feels that their health/
wellbeing/ feelings/ wealth/ happiness/
rights have been impinged, and that they
think it’s our fault, whether we think we
have made a mistake or not.
Professional liability insurance will cover
us for the financial consequences of our
mistakes (it will pay the compensation,
up to the limit specified) but it will also
pay the legal costs in handling,
defending or settling any claim. Even
spurious claims need to be defended
and can incur serious legal costs. It is

important, therefore, that the policy
provides cover for legal costs and
expenses in addition to, or on top of, the
amount specified to pay compensation
(often called the limit of indemnity). The
limit of indemnity should also be
available for each and every claim so
that, in the event of more than one claim
in an insurance year the limit is not
eroded by the first claim and the full limit
is still available for any second or
subsequent claim.
A good professional liability policy will
also provide us with help and assistance
if we are subject to a complaint to our
professional body or regulator. In fact, it
is more likely that we will be faced with a
complaint than with a claim for
compensation (although, sometimes, the
same issue will lead to both). So, it is
important the policy provides help and
support at each stage of the process
including specialist help to compile and
submit the response to the complaint
and legal representation at any
disciplinary hearing and that there is no
limit to the cover for costs and expenses.
Having a complaint or a claim made
against us is one of the most traumatic
events that can happen in the working
life of any professional and, for
psychologists, it can be more so
because of the sometimes complex
interactions that are part and parcel of
the work we do. It is important that our
professional
liability
insurance
is
purchased from a specialist. A provider
that knows and understands the issues
that can give rise to complaints and
claims against psychologists and one
that can give advice and support to
psychologists when they are faced with

an issue even before it develops into a
claim or complaint. Steve Johnson has
been insuring psychologists and helping
and supporting them through claims and
complaints since 1988.
He joined
Oxygen Insurance in April 2010 to
develop and launch a professional
liability insurance facility specifically for
the psychological professions and the
policy was launched 1 September.
“When it comes to claims,” says Steve,
“we will allocate as much time as the
psychologist needs for us to acquire a
complete
understanding
of
the
circumstances and to make them as
comfortable with the process as is
possible. Psychologists with claims or
potential claims or with complaints or
potential complaints will only ever be
dealt with by me or one of my senior
claims colleagues. Often, it will not be
easy for the psychologist to have those
sorts of conversations during normal
working hours and we will always make
out of hours contact details available if
required. We will liaise between the
psychologist, the insurers the lawyers
and any other experts involved to ensure
the best possible outcome.”
Steve was instrumental in launching the
psychologists’ insurance facility which
was SMG (now Towergate) as he was at
Howden. “I joined Oxygen to continue
my quest to make good, quality
insurance available to the Psychological
Professions at fair and reasonable
prices.” he continued, “Quality insurance
does not need to be expensive, and the
way we achieve that at Oxygen is by not
making administration charges or
charging underwriting fees on top of the
commission paid to us by the insurers.”

In my case it means they are around 1/3 cheaper than my current provider of professional indemnity insurance, although
Oxygen do not provide the general legal advice helpline that comes with my existing policy, which has at times been very
helpful for me - Editor

The Facts
Oxygen’s professional liability insurance is a full civil liability policy and there is a choice of three levels of cover: £1.5 million, £3
million and £5 million and, whichever option is chosen, the policy covers public & product liability claims up to a limit of £10
million. For individual psychologists who are members of a recognised professional body, the total annual cost of the insurance
is £61.00 for the £1.5 million option, £71.00 for the £3 million and £101.00 for the £5 million option. For trainee psychologists
(those on a BPS recognised post graduate professional training course) the £1.5 million option is available at a discount rate of
£41.00. All prices include insurance premium tax at 6%. Cover is also available for partnerships (including LLP’s), companies,
and the not-for-profit sector
The insurance is underwritten by Chartis Insurance (UK) Limited
The policy has many other features and benefits, for further details of the insurance from Oxygen, including a copy of the policy,
please contact Steve on 0113 394 2210 or mobile 07776 182255. The main Oxygen number in Leeds is 0113 394 2200
Steve’s email address is steve.johnson@oxygeninsurance.com
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I was just 19 when I started to think psychology was an easy link, to a life helping others and reading their minds, so I went to
uni and started to find, out theories of life, I was onto a winner, Freud Bowlby and Milgram, Eysenck and Skinner. Psychology
gods who knew it all, made me think life was just a ball.
Got a 2.1 my life’s going great, learnt all about love and hate, It felt
like the time to open new doors, so I sent off my form to get on the
course! Rejection once, rejection twice, I started to think it’s a roll of
the dice, that dictated the course of the hike, up the path of assistant
psych.
I persevered, I pushed on through, evidence based practice and
reflection too, interpretation, validation, psychometric tests,
evaluation, stimulation, will I ever get to rest? Not yet, not now,
cause it's time once more, to wait for the postman at the door. With
envelopes that may be fat or thin, skinny notes of hatred, will I ever
get in?
Interview season takes time to start, divided into days of three
different parts. Stress and sleeplessness are my new best friends,
any balance I had has come to an end. One interview failed, one
reserve list, one course fed back late, they was taking the @*#*!
I get first reserve does this make me, a winner of a place on the
course of my dreams? Will I be qualified, a doctor too, or must I go to
the back of the queue. I get the call number 20's dropped out, I've
succeeded I've achieved I'm not messing about! I'm on my way up,
I'm a lighted fuse, just let me get at those SAQS!
I've been in training now for 3 long years, a time of sleeplessness,
stress and tears. Any balance I had has come to an end, escaped
before it drove me round the bend. I look in awe at the new trainees,
excited but a bit naive! If you asked me now, would I go back... I'd
slap your face and I'd give you the sack! I wouldn’t go back but I'm
glad I got here. Now let’s go to the pub and drink some beer!
Written by Chixta

We also had a fantastic series of poems written in the style of correspondence between an
applicant to the Clinical Psychology Doctorate and a Selector. We couldn’t possibly choose
which should be featured, so we’ve wedged them all in! We think you’ll agree it was worth it..
Dear Miss Selector,
Or Mister if you please.
My patience clock is ticking,
You are a little tease!

Mr and Ms Selector,
It must be plain to see,
The candidate you're seeking,
THE CANDIDATE IS ME!

What feats would most impress you?
A form of solid gold?
A million years of band 4 work?
My refletive story told?
Is voluntary the answer?
Is networking the key?
I will not stoop to sycophancy
Tough sh*t, it's just not me!

My degree mark isn't perfect,
I was falible to distraction.
But I possess what some others lack,
The ability of interaction.

You must excuse my Français,
I'm just not good at waiting.
My temperament is labile,
It won't stop fluctuating.
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The quips and banter I will put,
To one side for the moment.
The real message of this rhyme,
It really is quite potent.

That certain type of
character,
induces ease and trust.
Facilitates engagement,
It's therapy stardust!
In my humble old opinion,
This takes the precedent.
Get shot of 'old-school' blinkers,
And consider what I meant
Written by: Baneen03

Whilst grades and refs are in no doubt,
Important clin psy factors.
Lets us not forget the fact
That clin psy's are not actors.
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Dear Miss Selector,
Or mister should I say,
I hope youʼre in a lovely mood,
When you read my form today.
It started in September,
When I downloaded the form,
I didnʼt realise at the time,
Stress would become the norm.
Write, edit, read,
Re-write three times more,
“I wonʼt think about it again till March”
In confidence I swore.
December 1st came and went,
The completed form sent in,
My chances resting on two
references,
Sent shivers through my skin.

Finally in late January,
The letter came through my door,
The Surrey/Salamons test invite,
Iʼd ace this one for sure!
One of 600 on Feb 18th,
My chances seemed quite slim,
Especially when time ran out,
It all became quite grim.
And now I wait till mid march time,
To hear a yes or no,
And even if that letter comes,
Thereʼs still an interview to go!
Written by: bedsap

Dear Miss applicant
Or candidate dear
I hate to say it
Not quite but so near
Your form was good
And experience fine
There was some reflection
But it just didnʼt shine.
You heard it before
Bored by repetition
You did nothing wrong
It's just competition
The system ainʼt perfect
Itʼs not really great
until thereʼs something
better
we will just have to wait

Then the anxiety set in,
Surely Mid March beckoned,
But then I looked at my calendar,
It was only December 2nd.

I was up til three reading
Sorting and thinking
At my 70th form
I had to start drinking

Dear Miss Selector,
Itʼs me again
The one who sent you the wine,
the chocolates and Parker pen

Please donʼt take it personal
But I know that you will
I recommend a holiday
To somewhere quite brill.

I woke up one morning
and what could be better?
The sound of the letterbox
and my first interview letter!

Written By: Spatch

At first there was excitement
but this soon turned to worry.
How can I learn everything
that I need to in a hurry?
I looked up models and
made some reflections,
then looked at that gigantic
list of interview questions
Now I'm sitting in a suit
with a room full of strangers
and my heart is pounding,
like I'm in some kind of danger!
Miss Selector, I know
on that panel you'll be,
so can you do me one more
thing?
Just go easy on me!!
Written by: Noodle
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Dear applicant number 452
Please do me a favour
Write me an application form
Full of energy and flavour
Please donʼt just list the things youʼve done
Or assessments that youʼve used
Please tell me how, and when, and why
It should be YOU I choose!
Please tell me what it is you love
About your clinical duties
A list of diagnoses with which youʼve worked Is
as much use as elephant poopie
Please tell me why your specific skills
Make you stand out from the rest
And how the ways you think, and learn, and do

Make you the shining best!
When talking of the things youʼve done
A list of experiences wonʼt cut it
I need you to show me evidence
Of the ways in which youʼve got it
And what youʼve learnt along the way
Means nothing to me, 452
Unless you make it really clear
How these things have developed you
Iʼve got a pile of these to read
So 452, my dear
If you would like me to choose you
Help me out, lay it out, make it really clear!
And watch your typos.
Written by BlueCat
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An invite for you,
My candidate dear!
Your form was like fresh air,
That filled me with cheer!
The way you reflect
On the smallest of acts,
Using language so clever,
And so full of tact.
Your job list impressed me,
Though I have to admit
That some of those titles
Scared me a bit.
Fair enough an AP
And RA for a while,
But shrink to the Queen?
And lead on TEN trials?!
Did you really help Britney
When she chopped off her hair?
And when CBT started,
Were you really there?

You seem to have
published
In more journals than me!
Though I can’t seem to find
them
In my online library?
Your references shone,
Full marks all around!
How you got one from Freud...
A name so renowned!
I’m surprised to see
Just how young you are!
With 3 PhD’s and 4 MastersYou scholarly star!
So here is your invite
To our course interview.
It’s an honour to askYou’re too good to be true!
Written by: vicky_r

I’ve had to ask the Uni
To take my photo down,
I think I’ve seen you following
When I’m at the shops in town.
I know you’re feeling anxious
And you want to hear back soon,
But we won’t be sifting forms
Until the deadline starts to loom!
So please try to stay calm,
Or if you must obsess,
Why don’t you stalk your postman
And use ClinPsy for your stress!
I really liked the picture
And the poem that you wrote,
And though I love the gifts
And presents that you’ve sent,
It can’t affect my choices...
If that was your intent?
I don’t know if it is you
Who keeps leaving me food,
But nice as it may seem
You’ve started to intrude!

Dear Zealous Applicant
What were you thinking of?
I’ve never read a form before
Signed with undying love.
I know you are so desperate
To get a place this year
But note you shouldn’t sell your soul
To ease your awful fears.
Your form did show some potential
And was ‘unique’ to read
But your rather generous cheque
Won’t put you in the lead.
And when you choose to address me
Please know I’m not a Miss
I have made it to doctorhood
And reached that state of bliss.

I’m sure you didn’t mean
To sound like such a threat
When you rang me on my home
phone
To see if I’d picked yet.
I’ve had to ask the Uni
To take my photo down,
I think I’ve seen you following
When I’m at the shops in town.
I know you’re feeling anxious
And you want to hear back soon,
But we won’t be sifting forms
Until the deadline starts to loom!
So please try to stay calm,
Or if you must obsess,
Why don’t you stalk your postman
And use ClinPsy for your stress!
Written By: vicky_r

The best advice I can give you
Is to just let life flow
If you really love what you do
Then you will truly grow.
Written by: joanner
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Dear Applicant number 452 you
I’m sure you’ll be pleased to hear
That you have got an interview
The time is drawing near!
We would like you to attend
On the twenty-fourth of May
I’m sure you’d like to celebrate
Go out and shout hooray!
Now, when you start your preparation
Please don’t go overboard
We don’t want rehearsed, rote answers
The sameness makes us yawn
We’d like to get to know you
Or as close as we can get
I know it’s hard, but please chill out
You really shouldn’t fret!
A sound knowledge of theory
Some clinical work thought through
A grasp of research methods
And that really ought to do
Consider carefully the relevant stuff
From DoH and NICE
Think how it affects the profession
And the economic price
The impact of the work on you
We'd love to hear about
The way you've used supervision
And how you've thought it out
A theory that's inspired you
An author who has made you think
Something you don't agree with
Something that made your heart sink
Rote answers carefully rehearsed
Really aren’t the way
To make a good impression
Or to wow us on the day
Being able to draw upon your knowledge
And think swiftly on your feet
Are the ways to be remembered
By the panel, who are sweet (honestly)

Dear Miss Selector,
Thanks for your reply,
I appreciate your comments,
But it’s sent my stress sky high!
Before I get on to my form,
I really need to say
I am a mister not a miss,
apart from on Sunday.
You say my form just didn’t shine,
But how could it be better?
My mate has done the same as me,
But got an invite letter!
Up until the early hours,
Your mindset must have gone,
Perhaps not the best technique
Something YOU could reflect on?
Just to add to my anxious thoughts,
I read Vicky’s strong vibes,
They’re not as great as I first thought,
She doesn’t accept bribes
And then I open four letters,
4 offers “I’m supreme”!,
Unfortunately I then wake up,
It was only just a dream.
The days roll on, my focus drops,
Work’s become a bore,
Wait a sec the postmans here,
A letter through my door!
My hands shake as I open it,
“What answer might it be?”
And to my horror it’s not good news,
A bill for electricity
Written by: bedsap

So don’t despair, take a few deep
breaths
And eat something sustaining
The next few months are all that stand
Between you and clinical training!
My advice to you, dear 452
Is not to overprepare
Please don’t rehearse, just think things
though
And we look forward to seeing you there.
Written by BlueCat
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An introduction to common materials and measures
2) Conners 3 Questionnaires

The Conners questionnaires have long been a staple on
the CAMHS or paediatric clinician’s toolbox. They explore the
possibility of ADHD, but also potential related and differential
diagnoses. The current incarnation, the Conners 3, comes in
several varieties of form. There are self-report forms, teacher
forms, parent forms and a short form of each. Each comes with
scoring forms and plotting sheets within the booklet. The norms
are based on a large sample of US children aged 6-18.
What I like about the forms is that they are easy to complete
(although parents or young people with literacy concerns may
need support or to have the items read out to them, and every
now and again even teachers return the forms incomplete or
with the perforations torn so the carbon layers are all out of
synch). The items have the face validity of being relevant to
most children and young people, and the range of issues
covered is nice and wide. There are also quick checks to see
how reliable the report it (by comparing the response on pairs
of similar questions) and how negatively the child is perceived.
What I dislike is that the Conners 3 questionnaires can be quite
eye/brain boggling and time-consuming to score. You first have
to transfer the numbers circled into the boxes, then total the
columns, then add up the totals from each page and plot them.
Then there are several other tasks to assess reliability,
negativity and general pathology. However, there are clear
instructions to guide you through it and the net result is a nice
clear graph which is reasonably easy to compare and interpret.
The factors that the Conners 3 divides into reflect:

⌦Inattention
⌦Hyperactivity/Impulsivity
⌦Learning Problems
⌦Executive Functioning
⌦Aggression
⌦Peer Relations
⌦Family Relations
⌦ADHD Inattentive
⌦ADHD Hyperactive-Impulsive
⌦ADHD Combined
⌦Oppositional Defiant Disorder
⌦Conduct Disorder
The scores are plotted as T-scores against the normative
sample, with scores above 70 being considered clinically
significant. This means that although the results can be
simplistically used to see whether the person would qualify for
a diagnosis of ADHD and/or treatment with medication, they
can also be used to explore whether there are problems which
might reflect anxiety, learning difficulties, social communication
difficulties or behaviour problems. As a clinician you can also
compare and contrast ratings from different observers and the
young person themselves. Sometimes the school give a totally
different perspective to that which is given by parents, or
separated parents with shared care of a child give very
different patterns to each other.
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This is helpful in exploring how a child presents in different
environments, what the antecedents and consequences to
behaviours are in each place and how the child’s behaviour is
interpreted by those around them. We can also explore
whether the difficulties are pervasive (as you’d expect with an
organic condition) or situation-specific, which might reflect
learnt behaviour. Results can also be compared to
observations in the clinic setting and within the school or home
environment, giving another source of information to
triangulate. It can sometimes help to differentiate
parents/teachers who feel overwhelmed by the challenges a
child presents, and those who might be keen to obtain a
diagnosis that gives a popular label and non-blaming reason
for a child’s behaviour (or opens the door to potential disability
benefit claims). You can also monitor the impact of treatment
and change over time.
Whether you believe that ADHD is a pharmaceutical company
creation or a genuine neurochemical condition, or somewhere
in between, the Conners 3 questionnaires are an essential
staple in the clinician’s repertoire as they let you measure and
explore the detail of symptoms related to attention, activity
level, behaviour and related difficulties in a reliable way. So,
despite the fact that £2 per form really adds up after a while, I
think when working with children or young people these would
be hard to do without. And if you can get an admin person or
Assistant to help with the scoring, so much the better!
Dr Miriam Silver
Consultant Clinical Psychologist
July 2011
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Book Review
‘Islands of Genius’ by Darold A. Treffert
By Charlotte Malcolm
Islands of Genius is a comprehensive and empathic
account of savant syndrome – a condition in which
exceptional skill or ability co-exists in the context of often
profound cognitive disability. Treffert is a Clinical
Professor at Wisconsin Medical School, and regarded as
an expert in the field of savant syndrome and the
epidemiology of autistic spectrum disorders. Darold
Treffert’s central argument, interwoven throughout the
book, is that, in all cases, savant syndrome is the result
of a ‘rewiring’ process, whereby there is a ‘recruiting’ or
‘releasing’ of dormant brain capacity in the right
hemisphere as a result of damage or dysfunction of the
left hemisphere. Genetic factors will determine the type
and extent of the skill.
Islands of Genius is laid out in five logical sections. First,
Treffert provides an historical overview of the theory and
research surrounding savant syndrome, before detailing
his own account and hypotheses. The subsequent
section details a series of case studies, from the 19th
century eccentric, but profoundly impaired artist, to
modern day mathematical and musical savants. Part
three is an intriguing exploration into the ‘acquired
savant’ – the result of central nervous system damage in
a normally developed individual leading to sudden
exceptional skill, often in an area that individual had no
previous interest or experience in. Treffert uses the case
of the acquired savant to argue that we may all have
dormant skills (our ‘inner savant’) which could potentially
be tapped into without central nervous system damage.
In part 4, Treffert recruits the expertise of professionals
working with special needs populations to provide
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practical advice and insight into the training of music, art
and numerical ability in savants. The final section is an
optimistic discussion of what the future may hold for
savant syndrome research, and how the day to day
experience of living with savant syndrome may be
improved for individuals, families and carers.
It is refreshing to read a dedicated clinician and
researcher discuss savant syndrome with such passion
and warmth, and with careful consideration of systemic
and political issues. One is left with the impression that
the author has read widely on the subject and has a
deep experiential knowledge of the condition through his
contact with savants around the world. However, often
theory or research is dismissed by Treffert without
adequate scientific discussion or citation for the reader’s
own evaluation. Furthermore, Treffert does not offer a
good critique of his own work. Strong statements are
frequently made without an impartial and balanced
review of current literature (for example, page 61
contains the statement “Bottom line: genetic memory
exists” in reference to a still debated concept), and some
crucial facets of Treffert’s central arguments are based
on dated research. Overall, Islands of Genius is heavily
anecdotal, but could provide novel insights and
encouragement for clinicians and therapists working with
savants, and for carers, families and individuals living
with savant syndrome. However, it may not be impartial
enough to be used as an academic text.
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metrotherapy
and
reflective
practice - helping you keep your
head somewhere between the
clouds and the sand...
Dr Libby Nugent and Dr Russel Ayling
Some of you may have noticed the
picture of clouds and the metrotherapy
logo hanging over the forum at
ClinPsy.org.uk, and wondered what on
earth this is about. We thought it might
be useful to say a bit about ourselves
and what we do.
metrotherapy is a small independent
clinical psychology practice based in
central London. We are a group of
friends,
all
qualified
clinical
psychologists, and all working in the
NHS. As individuals we have different
interests, specialist skills, and personal
preferences of psychological theories
and models: psychodynamic, systemic,
integrative and third-wave, including
mindfulness. As a group, we bond over
our shared passion for the profession
and a commitment to passing on our
beliefs, knowledge and skills. We are all
about developing great psychologists at
all stages in the profession.
At metrotherapy , our work is divided
into three main strands:
Continued Professional Development
groups for psychology graduates to
enhance psychological thinking
Individual and Couple Psychotherapy,
with a focus on well-being, and strong
specialist
expertise
in
sex
and
relationship issues
Organisational Interventions, which is
consultation and workshop based,
focusing on applying psychological skills
to enhance system functioning in the
workplace
We’ll say a little more about
our
work
with
psychologists.
At
metrotherapy , we believe
that being aware and
thoughtful about one’s own
psychology is integral to
the role of reflective
practitioner. Not only does
this allow for greater
understanding
and
confidence
in
the
processes
involved
in
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therapeutic and workplace relationships,
it also can allow for a more effective
working frame. Consider a swimming
instructor who has a PhD in swimming
but has never been in the water, and
whether this limits their instructing
potential!
We are aware that
psychologists are not agreed on the
amount and type of personal work that
we need to do on ourselves in order to
practise to the best of our potential.
However, given the importance we place
on the interface between personal and
professional development, we offer
personal therapy to not-yet qualified
psychologists at heavily discounted rate.
Drawing on our own experiences of
being assistants, trainees and qualified
psychologists, we agree on the necessity
of having safe, non-competitive spaces
to allow for testing out ideas and
connecting theory with experiences in
personal and clinical practice.
The
groups we run for psychology graduates
are designed to support individuals in
developing their knowledge, skills and
understanding of applying psychological
models through experiential practice.
We have, so far, had very positive
feedback from group members, who
have remarked how useful they have
found the groups in supporting them in
their current professional roles and
psychological
understandings
of
situations.
Some people who attend the groups
have expressed personal goals of
achieving doctorate level qualifications in
clinical or counselling psychology.
However, we have actively and
intentionally kept away from the focus
being about helping people to get onto

clinical and counselling psychology
doctorates as we feel that having this
goal or focus provides false expectations
about what we can genuinely offer
someone.
We think focusing on
applications and selection can create an
atmosphere
of
competition
and
evaluation that shuts down the creativity
and the sense of safety to not know, that
we think is essential for learning. Our
goal is to encourage you to develop
confidence in your current role as a
psychologist in its most general sense in thinking and talking - without being
distracted
with
overwhelming
expectations of future possibilities.
There are occasions when individuals
approach us to focus more on
themselves, perhaps wanting to discuss
an application they are making, or to
have a practice interview, or to receive
specific feedback about certain aspects
of their psychology skill set.
We
encourage these individuals to book a
one-off individual consultation with one
of us (at similarly discounted rates) with
the opportunity of booking more as and
when they need.
We are aware that much of what we
offer can be accessed through means
other than metrotherapy, perhaps
through supervision, peer support
groups, assistant psychology groups,
personal reading, private reflection and
general conversations. We want only to
encourage this and offer metrotherapy
as another option, to be accessed when
you feel you need more, rather than
another thing that aspiring psychologists
‘should do’ or another ‘hoop to jump
through’.
If you are interested in working with us,
or you have any questions
about us and our service,
please be in touch. You can
find
us
at
www.metrotherapy.co.uk
or
via
the
links
on
ClinPsy.org.uk. Whilst we
are London based, we
would be happy to run
groups or workshops in
other locations if there is
sufficient interest, just let us
know. We look forward to
hearing from you.
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Caption Competition
"Don't worry, I have
been fully trained in
CBT... Cuddly Bear
Therapy"
ell
If you want to suggest a caption for our next image, please look on the forum

Gillystration
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